
 

The Virtual Mini-Residential Sep 28-29 

Headline Programme 

 

MONDAY SEP 28 

10-11.15am FOUNDATIONS, Dr Alison Wood  

11.15-11.30  Break 

11.30-1pm SELF-KNOWLEDGE, Dr Maya Spanu 

1-5pm - offline. A break. Reflection. Reading. Coaching circles 

5-6pm DEEP LISTENING & FIERCE CONVERSATIONS 

7.30-9pm FILM SCREENING & DISCUSSION led by Dr Maja Spanu 

 

TUESDAY  Sep 29 

10am-11.15am PRECISE OBSERVATIONS and SYSTEMS-THINKING, Dr Alison Wood 

11.15am Break 

11.30am-1pm ACCELERATING HIGH PERFORMANCE or, Getting Stuff Done, Evelyn Gilbert-Bair 

1-5 Offline - A break. Reflection. Reading. Coaching circles 

5-6 SUMMATION Reflecting on the Learning 

 

Afterward: Teams Channel, CM online resources, Wiki, Padlet Boards & readings available for the rest of the 

academic year. 

--- 

Notes on our Gathering  

All Group Sessions will be via ZOOM (links will be provided). Zoom rooms will open 5 minutes before start time.  

RECORDINGS: Recordings of the sessions, session chats, slides & materials, will be available for as long as you 
want to access them post-event via the TEAMS channel (they will not be circulated beyond this group).  

APPROACH: Changemakers operates on the expectation that all of us work with kindness, appreciative 
listening, and respect  - of difference, of confidentiality. And that we cultivate an openness of mind to 

experiences, conversations and encounters.  

FORMAT: Group sessions will begin by connecting with ourselves mindfully. Small group discussion is also likely 

(with a different group of people from your coaching circle), as is quiet working, invitations to contribute to 
chats and documents, and full-group discussion. There will be time to get to know each other ahead of small 
group discussions, and opportunities to contribute during ‘offline’ hours. 

The TEAMS channel will be the first source of information before and during the residential. As a group we will 

be collaborating via the TEAMS via chat, zoom session chats, and using a shared Padlet board (the links to 
Padlet will be provided, and no sign ups are necessary). You’re encouraged to be active on the platforms, 
including interrogating the process, sharing ideas, tips, sources.  


